
Replacing Mounted 
Bearing Unit Inserts

TECH TIP

Did you know mounted bearing units, such 
as pillow blocks, have bearings that can be 
replaced? Replacing the bearings in these 
units, also known as bearing inserts, is easy 
and can be 30 to 40% more cost effective 
than replacing the complete unit. Bearing 
inserts are designed with a spherical outer 
diameter which allows for misalignment 
and facilitates installation into the housing. 
Each housing also has two loading 
slots that are designed to allow for the 
installation of the bearing into the housing 
(Figure 1).

To remove the bearing insert from the 
housing, first rotate the insert so that it is 
perpendicular to the loading slots (Figure 
2).

(continued on next page)

Once the outer ring of the bearing insert is 
lined up with the housing slots, the bearing 
insert can be removed.  To insert a new 
bearing insert, just reverse the disassembly 
instructions.
  
There are some concerns to keep in mind 
when replacing new bearing inserts:

1. The bearing insert and housing should 
be from the same manufacturer.  There 
can be slight differences between 
housing fits and/or bearing insert outer 
ring designs. 
 

2. If the bearing insert has an anti-rotation 
pin on the OD, then the pin needs to be 
installed so that it is positioned in the 
housing slot. 
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When you choose NTN, your team is equipped with all the 
necessary tools and resources to get the job done right. 
From installation to problem-solving, we’ll be there with 
the hands-on support you need to take on your toughest 
challenges. This includes extra services such as: 

Beyond Bearings
Training. Installation Support.  
Trouble-shooting. And more.

Technical Training Unit
On-site, mobile training unit offering specialized,  
hands-on instruction from NTN engineers 

Product Training School
Three days of in-depth instruction from NTN  
engineers at headquarters 
(go.ntnamericas.com/trainingschool)

eKnowledge 
WEB-BASED TRAINING PROGRAM

Six online product training modules covering 
different bearing types and nomenclature 
(www.ntnamericas.com/eknowledge)

NTN Bearing Finder
Customizable search tool featuring exhaustive 
data sets, comprehensive part interchanges  
and interactive CAD drawings 
(bearingfinder.ntnamericas.com)

Please contact your local 
NTN Sales Representative 
for more details.
www.ntnamericas.com

3. There are differences between 
manufacturers on the position of the 
relubrication groove or hole on the 
outer ring of the bearing.  It can be on 
either the locking side or opposite of the 
locking side. If the features are not in 
line with each other, then relubrication 
will not be achieved (Figure 3). 

4. If the insert has a tight fit with the 
housing, care must be taken to not 
cause brinelling damage to the raceway 
of the bearing during installation. 
 

5. In pillow blocks, when installing the 
insert into the housing the locking 
mechanism position may not be 
important. However, be aware that in 
flanged units, the locking mechanism 
must face the outboard/marking side to 
allow for access.

 
Please contact NTN Engineering for 
questions or concerns with bearing insert 
installation.
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